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DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS
EXTERNAL DtrGREE trXAMINATION IN SCIENCE - 2008/200s

THIRD YEAR SECOND SEMESTER (April/May - 2016)

EXTMT 307 . CLASSICAL MECHANICS
REPEAT

Answer all Questions Time: Three hours

Two frames of reference ,S and ,S' have a common drigin O and ,S/ rotates with an

constant anguiar velocity a,l relative to S. If a mor?ring particle:,P:has.'its position

vector as r relative to O at time f, show that :

(u)

(b)
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An object is thrown downward with an initial speed u6. Prove that after: time f the

object is deflected east of the vertical by the amount

1

u,ru6 sin \t2 + ic,,'g sin )f3,
o

where .\ is the earth's co - latitude.
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(a) with the usual notations, obtain the equations of motion for a

particles in th6 following forms:
N

'. uf c:t8,,
i=l

..dH *ii. - : ) rtAL,d,t z-r
i:\

N

where 5- H, : fI and h,: r. Arrup..z_,t -L 
:L -z -b:1/-

i:1.
(State clearly the results that you may use)

A solid of mass M is in the form of a tetrahedron oxY z, the edges oX,
of which are mutually perpendicular, rests with XOy on a fixed

izontal plane and Yoz against a smooth vertical wall. The nor

rough face xY z is in the direction of a unit vector n. A heavy unifo

of mass m and center C rolls down the face causing the tetrahedron

a velocity -V j where I is the unit vector along OY

If. OC : r,, then prove that /
't

(M + m)V - mf-- !_: constant ,
i

and that
7 ,_,
BL:l-ru@'t),

where f : g +V j and g is the acceleration of gravity. -

3. With the usual notation obtain the Euler's equations for the motion of

body, having a point fixed, in the form:

Aut - (B - C)a2as: NL,,

Buz - (C - A)u1es: N2, 
rr

Cus - (A - B)a1az: Nz.
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body moves about a point o under no forces. The principle moment

o being 3A, 5A and 6,4. Initially the angular velocity has components

: 0, oB : 3 about the corresponding principal axes. Show that at time

,r:4t^(+)
'/s \ r/s,

2



4. Obtain the Lagrange's equations of motion using D'Alembert's principle for a con-

servative holonomic dynamical system'

use the Lagrangian method and obtain the equations of motion for a spherical

pendulum of length r.

5. (a) Define Hami,ltoni,an function in terms of Lagrangian function .

Show that, with the usual notations, that the Hamiltonian equations are given

by

n,:#'o':-H and #---#
Prove that if the time t does not occur in Lagrangian function ,L, then the

Hamiltonian function f/ is also not involved in t'

Write down the Hamiltonian function f1 and then find the equation of motion

for a simple pendulum

(b)

(.)

(u) Define the poisson bracket.

Show that for any function f (qe, Pt, t),

{ : oJ ,tr.
dL 0r

where 11 is a Hamiltonian function.

With the usual notations, prove that:

, *,v,nr:lff '] 
. 

[r, #]'

H), I

(b)

af.1tt' [J' Q,tl : op*'

(c) Show that, if F and I are constant of motion then their poisson bracket lf , g)

is a constant of motion.


